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From the Desk of 

Chief Executive 
Officer
Honorable Chief Guest, Eminent Delegates, Ladies 
and Gentlemen � Good Mornings to all of you�

I am delighted to welcome you to the SAARC 
Development Fund Partnership Conclave ����. I am 
thankful to all the Governments of the SAARC Member 
States  for  their  immense suppor t  to  SAARC 
Development Fund �the Fund� in promoting the welfare 
of the people of SAARC region, improving their quality 
of life, and accelerating economic growth, social 
progress and poverty alleviation in South Asia �the 
region�. SDF is fully committed to promote regional and 
economic integration in the SAARC region through 
project funding and collaboration.

The SAARC region comprises �� of the world�s area, 
about ��� of the world population and about �.�� of 
the global economy and is considered as one of the 
fastest growing region in the world. The region is 
blessed with a considerable young population and 
abundance of natural resources. 

In-spite of its huge potential, the region is one of the 
least integrated regions in the world. Intra-regional 
trade accounts for less than � percent of South Asia�s 
total trade, compared to �� percent in ASEAN. Intra-
regional investment is less than � percent of overall 
investment. The region also faces considerable 
challenges notably among them managing hungry and 
undernourished population, food security for its 
growing population, availability of clean drinking 
water, access to sanitation, healthcare facilities, 
education, electricity and other basic infrastructure 
needs. 

Taking cognizance of these challenges, the heads of the 
eight SAARC Member States in April ���� during the 
��th SAARC Summit  establ ished the SAARC 
Development Fund. The Fund serves as an umbrella 
financial  inst i tut ion for  SAARC projec ts  and 
programmes in the region. The Fund has three funding 
windows � Economic, Infrastructure and Social. 



We will you an overview of SDF, SDF funded projects 
and upcoming programs through a short film on SDF 
very shortly. 

SAARC Development Fund Partnership Conclave ���� 
is an event of regional and strategic importance for 
South Asia as it is poised to promote Regional 
Cooperation and Economic Integration in the region. 
Today�s Conclave is mandated to harness potential 
opportunities in the region and suggest way forward 
for joint cooperation and partnership among the 
various development partners. 

Various thematic concept notes to co-finance projects 
in Energy, Transport, Environment, Agriculture and 
allied sectors, Trade and Commerce, Information 
Technology, Poverty Alleviation, Human Development, 
Health, and Education in SAARC Member States shall be 
discussed and deliberated upon. We will also discuss 
our upcoming program Social Enterprise Development 
Program �SEDP� through which SDF will support 
around �� Social Enterprises annually in all SAARC 
Member States. Micro Small � Medium Enterprises 
Program �MSME� shall also be part of focused group 
discussion. 

The Fund is working tirelessly to promote regional 
cooperation and integration and envisages acting as a 
catalyst for infrastructure funding in the region by 
forming consortium of funding agencies and co-
financing of such projects. 

I once again welcome all distinguished delegates to the 
Conclave to be our partners in promoting regional 
growth and integration in the SAARC region. Let us join 
hands and pledge to create a more livable, prosperous 
and well integrated SAARC region� 
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Inaugural Address by the 

Chief Guest

Mr. Amitabh Kant 
CEO, Niti Aayog, GoI

Niti Aayog CEO, Mr. Amitabh Kant as Chief Guest for the 
SAARC Development Fund Partnership Conclave ���� 
addressed the inaugural session at India International 
Centre, New Delhi on � July ����. 
 
Mr. Kant said that the economic development of South 
Asia has been �severely hampered� due to lack of intra-
regional trade and stressed on the need for a greater 
push to investments, travel and tourism in the region. 
He further said that economic growth will not come to 
South Asia from America or Europe and it will need 
political will and determination of SAARC countries, 
which will enable growth to take place and also 
eliminate poverty.
 
He pointed out that most of travel and tourism across 
different regions of the world is intra-regional in 
character. �If you look at America and Europe, it 
�trade, travel and tourism� is intra-regional. But if you 
look at South Asia, it is least integrated region in the 
world. If you look at intra-regional trade, there is 
virtually no trade taking place in the SAARC region. 
There is no intra-regional travel and tourism as such 
multiplier impact of trade within the region has not 
benefited the SAARC countries.� 

He also emphasized  on the need to provide more job 
opportunities to women in South Asian region, saying 
women contribute only �� per cent to GDP in these 
parts and in case of rest of the world, women contribute 
�� per cent to GDP.
Mr. Kant appreciated SAARC Development Fund for 
successfully implementing twelve regional projects 
w i t h  m o re  t h a n  � �  i m p l e m e n t i n g  a n d  l e a d 
implementing agencies covering all the eight Member 
States under the Social Window and on activation of 
Infrastructure Window by in-principle approving two 
energy projects in the region. He emphasized on the 
need to enhance the credit portfolio of SDF by co-
financing various projects and programs with other 
Multilateral Development Banks, International and 
Regional financial institutions in the region. 

Mr.  Ka nt  wished SAARC D evelopment Fund 
Partnership Conclave ���� all the success�
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of the Inaugural Session

Photo Gallery 

Meeting Venue: India International Centre, New Delhi, India

 Arrival of guestsRegistration of Participants
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Media Wall of SDF Partnership Conclave 

Lightening of lamp by the Chief Guest 

Arrival of the Chief Guest, Mr. Amitabh Kant, 
CEO, Niti Ayog and other guests for the inaugural ceremony

Dr. Sunil Motiwal, CEO, SDF with 
Mr. Aitabh Kant, CEO, Niti Ayog 
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Brie�ng by CEO, SDF Inaugural ceremony Media  

Group Photo of the participants  

CEO, SDF with senior delegates from Asian Infrastructure & Investment Bank (AIIB)   
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Dr. Sunil Motiwal with Mr. Ruwan Edirisinghe, 
President, SAARC CCI 

Dr. Sunil Motiwal with Mr. Elias George, Chairman, 
Infrastructure Government and Healthcare, KPMG, India

Dr. Sunil Motiwal with Mr. David Rasquinha, 
  Managing Director, Exim Bank India

Dr. Sunil Motiwal with Mr. Fabrizio Bresciani, 
Lead Regional Economist, Asia and Paci�c, IFAD

Dr. Sunil Motiwal, CEO, SDF with the Counterpart Agencies of SDF 
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Executive Summary 

SAARC DEVELOPMENT FUND 

AN OVERVIEW
The ��th SAARC Summit in April ���� hosted by 
Thimphu was momentous as it had a historic outcome. 
The eight Heads of States agreed that a regional body 
was needed to move beyond rhetorical posturing to 
concrete cooperation. Therefore, to be better 
connected, empowered, fed, educated and to achieve 
comparable success with other regional organizations; 
the SAARC Development Fund �SDF� was born. SDF 
serves as the umbrella financial institution for SARRC 
projects and programs.  Its sole purpose is to 
strengthen regional integration and cooperation 
among member states through project funding and 
collaboration.  

With its Secretariat in Bhutan�s capital Thimphu, SDF has 
an authorized capital of �.� billion USD. It is supported 
by SAARC Member States by way of capital and 
voluntary contributions. SDF has three financing 
windows; the Social, Economic and Infrastructure. 

SDF organized SDF Partnership Conclave with the aim 
towards strategic growth in the South Asia region 
through Projec t  Col laborat ion and Regional 
Integration. The main objectives of the event were to:
 Solicit Cross-Border Project Co-Financing 
under the Social, Economic � Infrastructure Windows of 
SDF in SAARC Member States.

SAARC DEVELOPMENT FUND 
PARTNERSHIP CONCLAVE

 Build partnerships with various organizations 
for Fund Mobilization and Investments in SAARC 
Member States.

 Co-Financing Opportunities, Thematic Areas 
and strategies and action plan on the following areas 
were discussed:
Under The Infrastructure Window:
 Energy
 Transportation
 Environment
Under the Economic Window
 Trade and Commerce: 
 Supply Chain Management in Agriculture � 
 allied Sectors: 
 Information Technology enabled Trade: 
Under the Social Window
 Poverty Alleviation;
 Human Development;
 Education; and 
 Health.
Under the Economic Window
 Trade and Commerce: 
 Supply Chain Management in Agriculture � 
 allied Sectors: 
 Information Technology enabled Trade: 
Under the Social Window
 Poverty Alleviation;
 Human Development;
 Education; and 
 Health.
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Social Enterprise 
Development Program

The SDF is in the process of launching the Social 
Enterprise Development Program �SEDP� as part of its 
Social Window. The program will be implemented in all 
the SAARC Member States with the objective of 
identifying and building social enterprises by using a 
mix of grants and concessional returnable capital. The 
program intends to fund around �� enterprises across 
the � SAARC Member States annually.

Micro Small Medium Enterprises 
(MSME) Program In SAARC 
Member States
SDF proposes to launch its MSME program in order to 
upgrade Micro Small and Medium Enterprises in the 
SAARC region by providing line of credit. SDF would 
create access to financial services which can in-turn 
boost job creation, raise income, reduce vulnerability 
and increase investments in human capital in SAARC 
Member states. Considering limited resources of the 
SDF, co- financing under MSME programme is 
strategically advantageous.
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Key Participants

Eminent delegates from Governments of SAARC Member States, various Multilateral Development Banks, 
Regional Financial Institutions, Scheduled Commercial Banks, Public Sector, Infrastructure Development 
Agencies, Donor Agencies, Civil Society Organization and other Development Partners participated in the 
prestigious conclave.  

Sl No Name of Projects in SAARC Member States  

1 Co�nancing of Rail Network Expansion projects from existing network of 
75kms to 5000kms over next three years in Afghanistan 

2 Co�nancing of Procurement of Buses and Trucks under Bangladesh Road 
Transport Corporation in Bangladesh 

3 Co�nancing of LNG Terminal in Bangladesh with Petronet LNG, India 
4 Co�nancing of Procurement of ATR Aircraft for Druk Air in Bhutan 
5 Co�nancing of Fisheries projects in Maldives 
6 Co�nancing of various hydroelectric projects in Nepal with Nepal Electricity 

Authority as the developer 
7 Co�nancing of Cross Country Petroleum Product Pipeline" from Motihari (in 

India) to Amlekhgunj (in Nepal) 
8 Co�nancing of Rail network project between India and Nepal 
9 Co�nancing of Khyber Pass Economic Corridor (KPEC) Project in Pakistan 

10 Co�nancing of Medical and Non -Medical equipment for ten storied 
Ambulatory Care Services Building at National Hospital in Sri Lanka 

11 Co�nancing of 10 storied Building Complex at District General Hospital, Matara 
in Sri Lanka 

12 Co�nancing of Solar Energy Systems in Sri Lanka 
13 Co�nancing of Development of Dairy Industry in Sri Lanka 
14 Co�nancing of Restoration of Kudawillachiya Tank for water supply in  Sri Lanka 
15 Co-�nancing of two infrastructure projects with Asian Infrastructure 

Investment Bank (AIIB) in SAARC Member States.  
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Key Achievement

The SDF Partnership Conclave was a grand success in achieving its objective of regional cooperation and 
integration in the SAARC region. The Conclave proved to be an event of strategic and regional Importance for 
South Asia.  

The conclave was successful in addressing the challenges currently being faced by the SAARC Member States and 
suggested way forward for joint cooperation and partnership among the various development partners in line 
with the SAARC Development Goals. Various panel discussions with eminent delegates were successfully 
conducted on �i� Identifying Potential Projects for co-financing under Economic � Infrastructure Windows, �ii� 
Mechanism for Fund Mobilization, �iii� Social Window Thematic Areas, �iv� Counterpart Agencies of SDF on Thrust 
Areas of Investment in SAARC Member States on Co-Financing of Projects, �v� Funding of Micro, Small, and Medium 
Enterprises �MSME� in SAARC Member States, �vi� Social Enterprise Development Program, and �vii� Enhancing 
Regional Integration through Cross Border Project Collaboration and Investments in the two day Partnership 
Conclave. 

The outcome along with future strategies and action plan has been thoroughly detailed out for each session in 
the report. Significant achievements of the Conclave are tabulated below:
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Projects Identi�ed

Mmandate of Regional Cooperation and 
Economic Integration in the SAARC Region �the 
region�

Soliciting projects in SAARC Member States. 
Through the conclave, SDF received project 
pipeline of more than �� projects. These are 
tabulated under the  projects received section 
of this report.

Advocating SDF as a catalyst in project funding 
and collaboration in the region. 

Reinforcing SAARC Development Fund �SDF� as 
an umbrella financial institution for financing 
projects and programs in the region.

Promoting the concept of  formation of 
consortium of lending agencies to co-finance 
infrastructure projects in the region given the 
huge quantum of funds required.

Bringing out the importance of country specific 
projects in addition to cross border projects for 
overall development of the region.

Exploring opportunities to co-finance specific 
bilateral projects �Government to Government 
projects� in the region.

Promoting the importance of Intra SAARC trade 
and promote cross border trade among SAARC 
Member States.

The conclave strongly advised SDF to undertake 
projects that augment Intra SAARC investment 
and promote cross border investment among 
SAARC Member States.

Bringing out both country specific and cross 
border projects in the region. Details of these 
projects shall be shared by the respective 
Member States in due course of time.

Understanding the need of obtaining credit 
rating from international credit agencies that will 
facilitate in raising funds in medium term

The conclave achieved the following objectives:

Bringing out both country specific and cross 
border projects in the region. Details of these 
projects shall be shared by the respective 
Member States in due course of time.

Understanding the need of obtaining credit 
rating from international credit agencies that will 
facilitate in raising funds in medium term
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S No, Activity Topic Key Discussion Points Key Takeaway  

1. Panel 
discussion I 

Presentation on 
Thematic Concept 
Note and Identifying 
Potential Projects for 
co-�nancing under 
Economic & 
Infrastructure (E&I) 
Windows by SAARC 
Development Fund 
(SDF) Team  

Requirement of Large 
quantum of fund to fund the 
infrastructure gap in the 
region.  

SDF to promote consortium 
of funding agencies  

SAARC is one of the least 
integrated regions with intra 
SAARC trade of less than 5% 
compared 

SDF to co-�nance projects 
that promote Intra SAARC 
trade  

Intra SAARC investment is 
among the lowest in South 
Asian Region 

SDF to co-�nance projects 
that promote Intra SAARC 
investment 

Improvement in project 
collaboration  

SDF to act as a catalyst for 
project funding and 
collaboration 

Co�nancing of country 
speci�c projects  

SDF may consider to co-
�nance country speci�c 
projects in addition to cross 
border projects in 
collaboration with MDBs and 
IFIs subject to approval of 
Board. 

There is also a need to 
strengthen the credit 
portfolio of SDF.  

 

Co�nancing of bilateral  
projects  

2. Panel 
discussion II 

Panel Discussion on 
Proposed Mechanism 
for Fund Mobilization 

Given huge infrastructure 
gap, SDF is required to 
judiciously raise resources 

SDF to obtain credit rating 
from International Credit 
Rating agencies 

3. Panel 
discussion III 

Session on Social 
Window Thematic 
Areas and Panel 
Discussion 

Relevance of the proposed 
focus areas for SW funding 
for the SDF, while 
acknowledging the 
challenges SDF would have 
to address in order to be the 
catalyst for regional 
development in the SAARC 
region. 

Prioritize projects that are 
unconventional  

Facilitate integration of 
funding windows – to avoid 
silos being created and for 
deeper and wider impact  

Identify projects that are 
truly ‘regional’ in nature  

Bird Eye Perspective
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1. Panel 
discussion IV 

Group Presentation 
and Discussion by 
Counterpart Agencies 
of SDF on Thrust 
Areas of Investment 
in SAARC Member 
States on Co-
Financing of Projects 

Huge funding requirement 
to bridge infrastructure gap, 
and economic connectivity 
in the region to support 
market linkages  

Respective Counter Part 
Agencies to facilitate 
potential projects of their 
respective countries  

2. Panel 
discussion V 

Funding of Micro, 
Small, and Medium 
Enterprises (MSME) in 
SAARC Member 
States for cross 
border trade and 
investment by E&I 
Windows of SDF 

Shared infrastructure 
projects to be under taken 
on country speci�c basis.  

SDF may explore �nancing 
country speci�c projects for 
industrial clusters of Member 
States. 

3. Panel 
discussion VI 

Session on Social 
Enterprise 
Development 
Program 

Advocate SEDP program and 
its features; 

Share SEDP Web portal and 
its features  

 

1.Need to identify potential 
projects for focus areas of 
funding. 

2.Involve the Chambers in 
additions to other key 
stakeholders in supporting 
SEDP project 
implementation. 

3. Engage expert �rms in 
assessing and undertaking 
due diligence for the 
proposals submitted for 
funding under SEDP.  

4. Panel 
discussion VII 

Panel Discussion on 
Enhancing Regional 
Integration through 
Cross Border Project 
Collaboration and 
Investments 

Promote development of E-
commerce platform in the 
SAARC region. 

 

Need to organize regional 
events and programs. 

SDF to coordinate with other 
SAARC bodies for 
development of such a 
platform in the region 
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Presentation on Thematic Concept Note and Identifying Potential Projects for co-�nancing under 
Economic & Infrastructure (E&I) Windows by SAARC Development Fund (SDF) Team

Mr. Manish Agarwal, 
Partner, PwC

Mr. Tushar Sud, 
Partner, Deloitte Consulting

Mr. Subhransu Sekhar Acharya, 
General Manager, SIDBI and CEO, ISTSL

Mr. Ruwan Edirisinghe, 
President, SAARC CCI 

Mr. Vinod Juneja, 
Vice President ( India), SAARC CCI

Mr. Anurag Dua, 
Partner, PwC

Mr. Maha Prasad Adhikari, 
CEO, Investment Board Nepal

Mr. David Rasquinha, 
Managing Director, Exim Bank India

Mr. Haziq Beg, 
CEO, IL&FS energy Development Company 

Chair: 
Mr. Fabrizio Bresciani, Lead Regional Economist, Asia 
and Paci�c, IFAD

Moderator: 
Mr. Elias George, Chairman, Infrastructure 
Government and Healthcare, KPMG, India

Coordinator: 
Dr. Sunil Motiwal, CEO, SDF

Panelists:

A. Panel discussion I
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Objective of the theme was to identify cross border 
projects co-�nancing under E&I Windows of SDF 
Focus areas 

I. Facilitating Infrastructure funding
The panel observed that:
 South Asia Region requires high level of 
investment in funding the infrastructure gap. 
Although the �gures vary from ~USD 1.5 trillion 
funding gap to ~ USD 5.0 trillion at current prices, 
as per World Bank Report, the funding required is 
de�nitely over USD 1.5 trillion.

 SDF may form a consortium of lending 
agencies and explore �nancing of infrastructure 
projects.

 Such large quantum may not be provided 
by Multilateral Development Bank (MDB) or 
Multi lateral  �nancial  institution (MFI)  or 
c o m b i n a t i o n  o f  M D B /  M F I  t o  f u n d  t h e 
infrastructure gap.

 An integrated approach of all SAARC 
Member States pooling in their resources, 
judiciously raising resources is required
 
 SDF by virtue of its position as an 
Umbrella Financial Institution of SAARC Member 
States has to play a lead role in this direction.
 
 The panel observed that as cross border 
projects are not very easy to come in South Asia 
region, SDF may partner along with other 
multilateral Development Banks and Financial 
Institutions. 

1.        Objective and Focus Areas of 
discussion

It observed that the current project that SDF 
p r o p o s e s  t o  � n a n c e  a l o n g  w i t h  A s i a n 
Development Bank (ADB) maybe one of the better 
ways to fund the infrastructure gap. It observed 
that SDF should expedite internal approval 
process to co�nance this important project with 
ADB. This is also likely to equip SDF to �nance Road 
connectivity projects on its own in future.

 SDF may explore innovative ways to raise 
resources from International Debt market and 
international Capital markets to raise resources.

 The panel also observed that SDF may 
selectively explore co�nancing country speci�c 
projects. Such a measure is likely to result into 
development of all SAARC member states and left 
it to it decision makers to take a decision to 
co�nance country speci�c projects.

 The panel also propose taking up 
co�nancing of bilateral projects of SAARC 
Member States noting that considerable projects 
may also be happening at a bilateral level among 
SAARC Member States.

 SDF may explore getting it rated from 
when an International rating agency to enable it 
to raise funds at cheaper and competitive rate. 
This is very much essential given the quantum of 
funding required.

 SDF may strengthen its credit portfolio

II. Facilitating intra SAARC Trade
The panel observed that SAARC is one of the least 
integrated regions with intra SAARC trade of less 
than 5% compared to over ~60% in European 
Union and ~30-35% in ASEAN and ~20% in Sub-
Sahara Region.

A presentation was given by Mr. Rajeev Saksena, Director, E&I Windows and 
Mr. Syed Zeeshan Ali, Assistant Director, E&I Windows.
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 The Panel proposed that conscious efforts 
should be made to economically integrate the SAARC 
region and intra SAARC trade is the best solution to 
enhance Economic Connectivity.

 SDF may propose to �nance Ministry of 
respective SAARC State through its internal channels 
for :

 for a rational duty structure for goods, 
products and services to facilitate intra SAARC 
trade;
 reduction of non tariff barriers
 creating an enabling environment to 
source goods and services from within SAARC 
Member States
 providing incentives to source ~ 30% - 
40% of the material from South Asian countries 
for sourcing  requirement of new project being 
undertaken within SAARC Region
 It was proposed that SDF should focus on 
projects that facilitate Intra SAARC Trade.

III. Facilitating intra SAARC Investment
 The panel  obser ved that  intra  SAARC 
investment is among the lowest in South Asian Region 
as compared to intra regional investment of over 30% in 
ASEAN and over 40% in European Union.

 SDF may explore projects that facilitate intra 
SAARC investment. This will immensely help in 
economically integrating the South Asian Region will 
also facilitate development of supply chain in line with 
the competitive advantages of South Asian Nation, 
entail development of secondary and tertiary sector in 
key industries and also facilitate development of Micro 
Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME).

2.          Outcome of the session

Key areas discussed by the panel for Infrastructure 
Projects given Infrastructure gap and need to 
identify right cross border projects in Infrastructure 
sector that focus on:
 
a. Regional connectivity projects in transport 
 sector notably road, inland waterways, railways 
 and projects that for procurement of aircraft.
b. Power generation along with development of 

 the associated supply chain
c. Intra SAARC Power Trading
d. Hydroelectricity
e. Renewable energy along with development of 
 and the associated supply chain
f. Telecommunication
g. Creating logistic infrastructure including cold 
 storages

Key areas discussed by the panel for Projects that 
facilitate Intra SAARC trade and investment 
included:

a. The panel observed that  E-Commerce is an 
 important vehicle to transcend borders in 
 today's time and suggested SDF to co�nance 
 project that facilities e-commerce.
b. It also proposed co�nancing of project that 
 facilitate intra SAARC movement of goods 
 commodities and services
c. It also proposed projects that facilitates
d. tourism within SAARC Members States; 
e. development of integrated freight and logistics 
 solutions to enable trade and Commerce and 
f. projects that facilities extensive use of 
 Information and Communication Technology 
 for hassle free movement of goods across the 
 border
g. IT enabled Agri value chain projects that add 
 value to producers and consumers of SAARC 
 Members State

The panel held detailed discussion on the thematic 
notes under the Economic and Infrastructure Windows 
and explored potential opportunities to bridge the 
infrastructure gap in the SAARC member States. The 
common consensus was that in order to bridge the 
infrastructure gap in the region, huge funding running 
into few trillion of US dollars (USD 1.5 to 5.5 trillion) is 
needed in the region. 

Multilateral development institutions may not be able 
to address such a huge infrastructure funding need of 
the region - therefore it is imperative to have active 
participation from private sectors in developing the 
infrastructure. It was also discussed that Pension funds 
can be used in developing infrastructure in the region 
as is the case in the other regions of the world. 

3.            Future Strategies and Action Plan 
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The panel discussed and deliberated upon on how SDF can contribute in meeting the infrastructure needs of the 
region. They discussed on the potential low hanging fruits implying the key sectors wherein SDF can co-�nance the 
projects on high priority. 

Keeping cognizance of the detailed discussion and deliberation of the panel; it is extremely imperative and 
essential to draft Future Strategies and Action Plan under the Economic and Infrastructure sectors in SAARC 
Member States.  

The Future Strategies and Action Plan are mentioned below: 

Identification of low 
hanging fruits implying 
the key sectors under 
Infrastructure sector for 
Co-�nancing  

The Panel discussed and deliberated upon the need to identify potential low 
hanging fruits implying the key sectors wherein SDF can co -�nance the 
projects on high priority under the Infrastructure sector. 

 

Action Plan: SDF to identify potential infrastructure projects under priority 
sector in each SAARC Member States by active consultation with 
Governments, Chambers of Commerce, Trade Promoting Bodies, 
Infrastructure Development Agencies,

 
Private sector. 

 

Identi�cation of 
projects under 
advanced stage of 
readiness 

 
for co-

�nancing
 

The Panel discussed and deliberated upon the need to identify potential E&I 
projects which are under advanced stage of readiness for active consideration of 
SDF to co-�nance. 

 

 

Action Plan: SDF to identify potential E&I projects under advanced stage of 
readiness in each SAARC Member States by active consultation with 
Governments, Chambers of Commerce, Trade Promoting Bodies, Inf rastructure 
Development Agencies, Private sector.

 

Ready to co-�nance 
country speci�c 
Economic and 
Infrastructure projects 

 

The Panel

 

discussed about SDF exploring the possibility to co�nance country 
speci�c Economic and Infrastructure projects in each

 

SAARC Member States

. 

They stressed upon the fact that cross border projects at times are a big challenge 
and that country speci�c projects needs to be given attention as well. 

 

 

Action Plan: Under the existing policy of SDF, only cross border projects are
eligible for co -�nancing by SDF. However keeping in need of the co-�nancing 
country speci�c project, the panel proposed to start co-�nancing country speci�c 
projects in each S AARC Member States . This would need amendment of SDF 
Charter for creating provision to co-�nance country speci�c projects. 
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Formation of Consortium 
of Funding Agencies  

In order to bridge the infrastructure gap in the region, huge funding running into 
few trillion of US dollars (USD 1.5 to 5.5 trillion) is needed in the region.
Multilateral development institutions may not be able to address such a huge 
infrastructure funding need of the region all alone. Therefore it is important to 
form consortium of funding agencies in the region to collectively co-�nance 
large infrastructure projects.   

Action Plan: SDF to work closely with various Multilateral Development Banks, 
International Financial Institutions, Regional Financial Institutions, Scheduled 
Commercial Banks, Infrastructure Funding Agencies to form consortium of 
funding a gencies in order to co -�nance large infrastructure projects in SAARC 
Member States. 

 

Prioritize Regional 
Connectivity Projects in 
the region 

 
The Panel

 

discussed on the importance to co -�nance Regional connectivity 
projects in Transport and Energy sectors in the region. These connectivity 
projects are ideal example to promote economic cooperation and regional 
integration.   

  

Action Plan:  SDF to continue focus on co-�nance Regional connectivity projects 
in Transport and Energy sectors in the region along with other Multilateral 
Development Banks. 

 

 

SDF being the Umbrella �nancial institution for funding 
SAARC Projects and Programs in the region – it is well 
placed to be a regional catalyst in facilitating 
investment in economic and infrastructure sectors in 
the region.   Keeping into consideration the 
infrastructure gap in the region and huge funding 
requirement running into few trillion of US dollars to 
address the needs of infrastructure in the region, SDF 
envisages acting as a catalyst in project �nancing the 
region.

It is pertinent to mention that participation of SDF as a 
co-�nancier will in turn pave way for participation of 
private sector, scheduled commercial banks and 
multilateral development banks and donor agencies to 
co-�nance the project thereby unleashing the catalytic 
impact of SDF. Furthermore advocacy support of SDF to 
sectors of high priority in the region shall have 
multiplying effect in expediting funds for these sectors 
in the SAARC region.  

Objective of the session was to identify cross border projects
 co-�nancing under E&I Windows of SDF

4.        Positioning of SDF as a catalyst in the region
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B.  Panel discussion II

Panel Discussion on Proposed Mechanism for 
Fund Mobilization

Mr. Asish Narain, 
Senior Economist, IFC India

Mr. Sandip Khetan, 
National Leader -Financial Accounting, Advisory 
Services, E&Y Associates LLP

Mr. D. M. Gunasekara, 
CEO, Bank of Ceylon

Dr. Rohitha Silva, 
Vice President (Sri Lanka), SAARC CCI

Chair: 
Mr. Fabrizio Bresciani, Lead Regional Economist, Asia 
and Paci�c, IFAD

Moderator: 
Mr. Davinder Sandhu, partner, KPMG, India

Coordinator: 
Dr. Sunil Motiwal, CEO, SDF

Panelists:

 SDF by virtue of its position as an 
Umbrella Financial Institution of SAARC Member 
States has to play a lead role in this direction.

 SDF should strengthen its credit portfolio 
by lending alongwith MDBs and international and 
regional funding institutions.

 SDF may explore getting rated from an 
International Rating Agency to enable it to raise 
funds at cheaper and competitive rate. This is very 
much essential given the quantum of funding 
required.

 SDF has to use innovative tools and 
techniques to raise funds from the International 
Market. In other �nancial engineering is required t
o raise such large quantum of funds.

 SDF may explore innovative ways to raise 
resources from International Debt market and 
international Capital markets to raise resources.

 The panel observed that since SAARC 
Development Fund is an Umbrella Financial 
Institution of SAARC Member States, one of the 
better options available to it to raise resources 
would be to avail Line of Credit from various 
Multilateral Development Banks/ Financial 
Institutions and other intergovernmental 
agencies like various agencies of United Nations. 
Such a measure would enable SDF to raise 
resources at competitive prices and deploy fund 
in a meaningful manner.

 Why does SDF need to mobilize funds 
when less than 3% has been disbursed to Member 
States? SDF to quickly commence co�nancing 
projects in E&I space.

 Credit rating for SDF is a prerequisite for 
SDF to test capital market.

 Financing from private sector could be 
one possible source of funds but need a pipeline 
of bankable projects (robust pipeline)

 Getting ‘regional’ projects are extremely 
difficult.

 Difficulties exist in conceptualizing, 
funding, managing and monitoring regional 

1- Objective and Focus Areas of 
discussion Objective of the theme was to 
identify cross mechanism for Fund 
Mobilization under the three Windows of 
SDF.

Focus areas: 

 Given the large quantum of funding gap 
estimated to be over USD 1.5 trillion at current 
prices, an integrated approach of all SAARC 
Member States pooling in their resources, 
judiciously raising resources is required.
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projects, SDF needs to review and acknowledge 
its shortcoming and challenges, and a develop a 
strategy for addressing these and moving forward
 
 SDF should embrace technology
 
 SDF to work with projects that generate 
higher impact in areas of healthcare, education, 
infrastructure development etc. 
 
 Diversity in projects needed;
 
 Support projects that are sustainable and 
facilitate �nancial diversity, collaborate with 
government for ensuring commercial viability of 
projects, including harmonization of policies
 
 Risk management is critical. 
 
 Learn from bilateral projects and see what 
opportunities exist
 
 With regard to regional intra-trade, lot of 
informal intra-regional trade already taking place 
but limited formal trade taking place. Need to 
understand what the barriers are- SDF should 
create enabling environment for private sector to 
come into value chain support
 
 Blended �nance should be explored. 
 
 SAARC Chamber of  Commerce  & 
Industries (SCCI) offered support to work SDF to 
improve processes 

2. Outcome of the session of conclave

Panel suggested that:

1. Strengthen the credit portfolio 
2. Raise resources by raising line of Credit 
 from MDBs in select sectors
3. Raise resources through debt markets by 
 leveraging on capital
4. Raise resources from capital market 
 markets

��
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3. Future Strategies and Action Plan 

Keeping cognizance of the detailed discussion and deliberation of the eminent Panel; it is extremely imperative 
and essential to draft Future Strategies and Action Plan for Fund Mobilization in SAARC Member States.  

The Future Strategies and Action Plan are mentioned below: 

SDF to get rated by 
International Rating Agency 

SDF may explore getting it rated from when an International Rating 
Agency to enable it to raise funds at cheaper and competitive rate. 
This is very much essential given the quantum of funding required. 

Action Plan: SDF has already ac tivated its Infrastructure Window 
by according in -principle approval to two energy projects in the 
region. SDF to expedite disbursement under the approved loans. 
Post disbursement of these loans, SDF to activate the process of 
being rated by an International Rating Agency.  

Availing Line of Credit from 
MDBs and IFIs 

Considering that SDF and other MDBs work for common objective 
of welfare and prosperity of the people in the region – they can 
work together to co -�nance projects with developmental impact. 
Along with co-�nancing there is another opportunity to avail Line 
of Credit from MDBs and IFIs for on-lending to various projects and 
programs in the region.  

Action Plan: SDF to initially work very closely with MDBs and IFIs 
to co -�nance economic and inf rastructure projects in the region.  
Post co-�nancing of projects with MDBs and IFIs, SDF can avail Line 
of Credit with these institutions.  

Issuance of Bond to raise Fund  SDF can explore opportunity to raise fund through Bonds and 
other instruments in SAARC Member States.  

Action Plan: SDF can initiate the process of raising Bonds in 
international mar ket, at an appropriate time, for lending into 
various projects and programs in the region.  

Seeking greater �nancial 
support from SAARC Member 
States  

SDF being established by SAARC Member States – it is prudent to 
approach its Member States to enhance its authorized Capital Base 
and Voluntary contributions.  

Action Plan: SDF to approach its Governing Council for 
enhancement of its authorized Capital Cor pus. However the 
approach to be substantiated with excellent lending result of SDF 
under its all three Windows.  

Avail Fund from International 
Capital and Debt Market  

SDF can also explore the possibility of availing funds from 
International Capital and D ebt Market on competitive terms and 
conditions. Action Plan: SDF to be better equipped to avail funds 
from International Capital and Debt Market on competitive terms 
and conditions. 
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SDF being the Umbrella �nancial institution for funding 
SAARC Projects and Programs in the region – it is well 
placed to be a regional catalyst in facilitating 
investment in economic and infrastructure sectors in 
the region.   Keeping into consideration the 
infrastructure gap in the region and huge funding 
requirement running into few trillion of US dollars to 
address the needs of infrastructure in the region, SDF 
envisages acting as a catalyst in project �nancing the 
region.

It is pertinent to mention that participation of SDF as a 
co-�nancier will in turn pave way for participation of 
private sector, scheduled commercial banks and 
multilateral development banks and donor agencies to 
co-�nance the project as well as extend Line of Credit 
for on lending to various projects and programs in 
SAARC region.   

4.  Positioning of SDF as a catalyst in 
the region

Objective of the session was to identify cross mechanism for Fund Mobilization 
under the three Windows of SDF.
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C.  Panel discussion III

Session on Social Window Thematic Areas and 
Panel Discussion

Mr. Atul Bagai, 
Country Director, UNEP

Dr. Bindu Dey, 
Secretary, Technology Development Board

Mr. Ashish Pratap Singh, 
Director, CSR-Tourism

Ms. Bhawani Rana, 
President, Federation of Nepalese Chambers of 
Commerce and Industry

Mr. Subrata Sinha, 
Regional Environment Affairs Officer, UNEP

Chair: 
Mr. Fabrizio Bresciani, 
Lead Regional Economist, Asia and Paci�c, IFAD

Moderator: 
Dr. Nafees Meah, 
South Asia Representative, IRRI

Ms. Veena Sikri, Former Indian Ambassador to 
Bangladesh

Coordinator: 
Dr. Sunil Motiwal, CEO, SDF

Panelists:

A presentation was given by Mr. Anuj Goel, Director SW and Admin & Finance and 
Ms. Pem Chuki Wangdi, Assistant Director, SW.

1. Objective and Focus Areas of 
Discussion

1. Poverty Alleviation
2. Human Development
3. Education
4. Health

SDF has identi�ed four main thematic or outcome areas 
to be implemented over the next �ve years (2018-2020). 
These outcomes are in line with focus areas identi�ed in 
SDF’s Charter. Programs and interventions designed 
under these outcomes will deliver the maximum social 
bene�ts for the most vulnerable and marginalized 
segments of the populations. These outcomes are- 

Objective of the session is to validate the relevance of 
the proposed outcomes and seek recommendations for 
potential cross border projects.

2. Outcome of the Discussion

The panelists noted the relevance of the proposed focus 
areas for SW funding for the SDF, while acknowledging 
the challenges SDF would have to address in order to be 
the catalyst for regional development in the SAARC 
region. Key discussion points included the following:

 The challenges and issues of the 2 basic 
eligibility criteria under SW was discussed and 
CEO, SDF was requested to have a look upon the 
criteria in the existing policies and a need was felt 
to adopt a more �exible approach in SW funding.
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 There was wide consensus that the 
proposal review and approval processes within 
SDF needed to be made simple, relevant and 
processes be expedited. Maintaining policy 
consistency was also highlighted as an area for 
improvement, including providing clarity on the 
funding modalities for SW funding.

 The need for SDF funded projects to 
contribute empowerment of the marginalized 
populations, including women was strongly 
voiced. Projects SDF funds should ensure that 
they are focused on the marginalized populations; 
proposals focused on women and gender 
empowerment should be prioritized  (such as for. 
enhancing women’s employment opportunities; 
gender parity etc)
 
 The centrality of SW in SDF was recognized 
and acknowledged as vital for SDF’s success.  SW 
will be key to ensuring empowerment of women 
and the marginalized, and can have greater impact 

on segments of societies who may not be easily 
visible. SW can also ensure that social aspects of 
E&I projects are not overlooked. 

 It was also felt important that integration 
of three funding windows should be supported, 
and that silos between the windows should not be 
encouraged
 
 SDF should explore new sources of 
funding such as climate change bonds, etc., and it 
should consider projects that go beyond the 
conventional approach to doing development – 
e.g. focus on agri-tourism; provide accreditation 
for  value chains ;  suppor t  technological 
innovations. It was also recommendation that SDF 
ensure that sustainabil ity and resi l ience 
(including climate change) are embedded into 
projects and programmes. Migration was also 
identi�ed as an critical areas for the SDF to support 
through funding.

Review the three country requirement for SW 
funding vis-à-vis challenges for ensuring regional 
integration

SDF will internally review the three-country 
requirement criteria for SW funding in line with 
SDF Charter.

Ensure adequate focus on women’s empowerment 
and gender mainstreaming

SDF will ensure that gender is mainstreamed in all 
the projects it funds. Proposal submission formats, 
monitoring tools etc. will be revised accordingly to 
ensure that the focus on women’s empowerment 
and gender issues are adequately incorporated 
and addressed.

Prioritize projects that are unconventional such as 
those promoting agro-tourism and innovations in 
technologies

SDF will prioritize non-traditional projects that 
promote innovations and regional integration  

Facilitate integration of funding windows – to 
avoid silos being created and for deeper and wider 
impact 

In all E&I funded projects, SDF will ensure a greater 
role for Social Window involvement to guarantee 
that social issues are not overlooked, but are 
adequately addressed.

Identify projects that are truly ‘regional’ in nature SDF will review its processes and procedures for 
stricter and more relevant selection of projects for 
SW funding.

Observation Strategy and Action Plan

3. Future Strategies and Action Plan  
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4. Positioning of SDF as a Catalyst in 
the region

The panelists noted the centrality of Social Window 
funding for taking SDF forward into the future. While 
limitations and challenges with regard to its rigid criteria 
for funding was extensively discussed, it also noted that 
these were necessary to ensure that regional integration 
is promoted through the projects SDF funds. 

The proposed areas for SW funding were found to be 
relevant and if implemented comprehensively, can play 
critical roles in positioning SDF as the Catalyst for social 
development in the SAARC region.  

Agri-processing tourism and value chains – PPP 
module

Improve accessibility to quality healthcare using IT 
platforms

Women’s entrepreneurship programmes and 
capacity building

Social housing and sanitation improvement 

C r o s s - b o r d e r  m i g r a t i o n  ( m a r g i n a l i z e d / 
disadvantaged segments) facilitation 

5. Projects Identi�ed:

The group identi�ed the following as potential projects 
for the consideration of SDF under its Social Funding 
Window:

The objective of the session was to validate the relevance of the proposed outco
mes and seek recommendations for potential cross border projects.
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D. Panel Discussion V

Group Presentation and Discussion by Counterpart Agencies of SDF on Thrust Areas 
of Investment in SAARC Member States on Co-Financing of Projects

Panelists:

Mr. Mustafa Safi, 
Counterpart Agency, 
Afghanistan

Mr. Md. Monzorul Haq, 
Counterpart Agency, 
Bangladesh 

Mr. Chencho Tshering, 
Counterpart Agency, 
Bhutan

Mr. Balasubramanian.P, 
Counterpart Agency, 
India

Ms. Aminath Nashia, 
Counterpart Agency,
Maldives

Mr. Tek Bahadur Khatri, 
Counterpart Agency, 
Nepal

Mr. Khursheed Ahmed, 
Counterpart Agency, 
Pakistan

Mr. Darshana 
Wijesiriwardane, 
Counterpart Agency, 
Sri Lanka 
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1. Objective and Focus Areas of 
discussion

Objective of the theme was to identify Thrust Areas of 
Investment in SAARC Member States on Co-Financing of 
cross border Projects under E&I Windows of SDF

Focus areas 
Counterpart Agency of each SAARC Member State gave a 
brief overview of the key thrust areas in its own SAARC 
Member State. Brief Overview is:

National Action Plan 2017-21 and 11th national 
priority plan are some of the guiding documents
Investment of ~USD 3 billion over next 3-5 years 
is required in infrastructure projects
Augmenting Rail Network from existing 75 km to 
over 5000 kilometer by 2030

Focus areas are
 Energy
 Infrastructure
 Regional connectivity projects in road 
 and rail
 Renewable energy including solar and 
 wind
 Hydro energy
 Development of MSME and making 
 available access to �nance and market 
 linkages

Afghanistan

Bangladesh
Focus areas are
Power generation
Road connectivity
Rail connectivity
Development of MSME and making available 
access to �nance and market linkages

Bangladesh
Focus areas are
12th Five Year Plan commencing July 2018 is one 
of the guiding document
The country is also focusing on preparing a 
transition plan from least developed country to 
lower income country
Focus areas are

Focus areas are
Power generation
Power transmission
Hydro generation
Renewable energy including solar and wind
road connectivity
Development of MSME and making available 
access to �nance and market linkages

India 
Focus areas are
Development of cold storage infrastructure for 
preservation agri commodities
Development of non conventional energy waste 
to energy projects, generation of energy from 
bamboo and  other sources
Focus on infrastructure creation for MSME
Development of supply chain power industries 
including medicine medical equipment 

Maldives
Focus areas are
Fisheries
Information technology
Port upgradation projects
Other infrastructure areas
Non conventional energy generation projects
Development of supply chain power industries 
including medicine medical equipment 

Maldives
Focus areas are
Fisheries
Information technology
Port upgradation projects
Other infrastructure areas
Non conventional energy generation projects
Development of supply chain power industries 
including medicine medical equipment 

Nepal
Focus areas are
Power generation
Power transmission
Hydro generation
Renewable energy including solar and wind
Road connectivity
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Pakistan
Focus areas are
Vision 2025 is one of the guiding documents
Some of the focus areas are
 Energy
 Infrastructure
 Regional connectivity projects in road 
 and rail
Renewable energy including solar and wind
Hydro energy generation
Development of MSME and making available 
access to �nance and market linkages
Development of non conventional energy waste 
to energy projects,  

Sri Lanka
Focus areas are
Energy
Renewable energy including solar and wind
Hydro energy generation
Infrastructure
 Regional connectivity projects in road 
 Extension and upgradation of rail 
 network
 Upgradation of port network
Development of MSME and making available 
access to �nance and market linkages
Development of non- conventional energy 
waste to energy projects.

2. O u t c o m e  o f  t h e  s e s s i o n  o f 
conclave.

Counterpart Agency agreed to support SDF for 
exploring cross border projects

Counterpart Agency supported country speci�c 
MSE program to support development of 
MSME.

3.   Future Strategies and Action Plan

The role of Counterpart Agency in their respective 
Member States is instrumental in developing and 
administrating projects and program in SAARC Member 
States. The Future Strategies and Action Plan for greater 
involvement of Counterpart Agency are mentioned 
below:   

Seeking greater involvement of Counterpart Agency in 
exploring Cross Border projects

The Counterpart Agency in their respective Member 
States to provide extensive support to SDF in exploring 
Cross Border projects for co-�nancing in SAARC Member 
States. 

Action Plan: Active Consultation with Counterpart 
Agency by SDF 

Seeking greater support of Counterpart Agency in 
expediting project approval process in their respective 
Member State.

The Counterpart Agency in their respective Member 
States to provide expeditious support in according 
project approvals in their respective Member States.

Action Plan: Active Consultation with Counterpart 
Agency by SDF

Seeking support of Counterpart Agency in launching of 
country speci�c MSME Program in their respective 
Member States. 

The Counterpart Agency in their respective Member 
States to provide support in launching of MSME Program 
in their respective Member States.

Action Plan: Active Consultation with Counterpart 
Agency by SDF
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Seeking support of Counterpart Agency in launching of 
country speci�c SEDP Program in their respective 
Member States. 

The Counterpart Agency in their respective Member 
States to provide support in launching of SEDP Program 
in their respective Member States.

Action Plan: Active Consultation with Counterpart 
Agency by SDF

Seeking support of Counterpart Agency in building 
Country Speci�c Project Pipeline. 

The Counterpart Agency in their respective Member 
States to provide support to SDF in developing a strong 
Project Pipeline in their respective Member States.

Action Plan: Active Consultation with Counterpart 
Agency by SDF

4.   Positioning of SDF as a catalyst in the region

The Counterpart Agency needs to play an instrumental and resilient role in positioning SDF as a catalytic �nancial 
institution in project funding and collaboration. The thrust to provide enhanced visibility to SDF in the region can be 
best initiated by the �rst in line ministry representatives herein the Counterpart Agency of the respective SAARC 
Member States. For the overall economic growth of the region, it is imperative to have regional �nancial institution 
acting as catalyst in expediting trade, investment and project funding in the region – SDF can be best promoted for 
the cause in the region by no other than the Counterpart Agency.  

Objective of the session was to identify Thrust Areas of Investment in SAARC Member States 
on Co-Financing of cross border Projects under E&I Windows of SDF
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E.     Panel discussion VI

Fu n d i n g  o f  M i c ro,  S m a l l ,  a n d  M e d i u m 
Enterprises (MSME) in SAARC Member States 
for cross border trade and investment by E&I 
Windows of SDF

Chair: 
Mr. Subhransu Sekhar Acharya, 
General Manager, SIDBI and CEO, ISTSL, India

Co Chair: 
Mr. Syed Abdul Momen, 
Head of SME Banking, BRAC Bank Limited, Bangladesh

Moderator: 
Mr. J.P. Singh, 
Head, SME, Axis Bank Ltd

Coordinator: 
Dr. Sunil Motiwal, CEO, SDF

Mr. Mohammad Hotak, 
Founder & Chairman, British Afghani CCI

Mr. Arup Haider, 
Executive VP, The City Bank Ltd, Bangladesh

Mr. Kamrul Mehdi, 
Executive VP, The City Bank Ltd, Bangladesh

Mr. Md. Abdul Kader Joadder, 
Dy MD & CFO, BRAC Banl Ltd

Mr. Ramakrishna Rao, 
Dy. GM, NABARD

Mr. Gaurav Sharma, 
Manager, Deloitte

Mr. S.N.B.M.W.Narayana, 
Assistant General 
Manager – SME, People’s Bank

Mr. Vivel Agarwal, 
Partner, Infrastructure Government and 
Healthcare, KPMG

Panelists:

A presentation was given by Mr. Rajeev Saksena, Director, E&I 
Windows and Mr. Syed Zeeshan Ali, Assistant Director, E&I 
Windows.

1. Objective and Focus Areas of 
discussion

Objective of the theme was to identify cross border 
projects co-�nancing of MSME under E&I Windows of 
SDF

Focus areas 
The Panel observed that:
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises are an 
important channel for providing intra-SAARC 
trade, inclusive and sustainable regional 
development of South Asia thereby facilitating 
regional integration. 

MSME serve as the backbone of all sectors in the 
economy and are an important source of 
employment and poverty reduction. They can 
play an important role in promoting spatially 
balanced inclusive growth and ensuring more 
equitable distribution outcomes.

The Panel observed that MSME contributes 
substantially to the GDP, approximately 25% of 
GDP of Bangladesh around 33 % of GDP of India 
(including services) and over 20% of the GDP in 
other SAARC Member States.

MSME is an important source of employment 
generation ~ more than one third of the 
employment in organised sector is by MSME.
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2. O u t c o m e  o f  t h e  s e s s i o n  o f 
conclave.

The Panel strongly propose country speci�c 
program to be initiated by SDF for development of 
MSME in each SAARC Member States. It felt that 
such a measure would enable SDF to focus on 
development of shared infrastructure and 
development of critical supply chain info and 
strategic industries in SAARC Member States.

The Panel suggested replication of successful 
model we currently carried out by SAARC member 
states in their individual capacity and sharing of 
institutional best practices to enable m s m e to 
become completed and state winds of competition 
headphoneIt also observed need to have effective 
Information Technology tools for market linkages 
notably use of information technology to facilitate 
e-commerce between SAARC Member StatesThe 
panel also recommended effective use of 
information technology to create market linkages 
for MSM notably e-commerce

it also proposed SDF to explore co�nancing of 
export oriented projects within SAARC Member 
States to enhance economic integration and 
regional connectivity.

The panel also suggested the following

Technology cluster centre for MSME wherein 
governments, Financial Institutions and MDBs 
may join to co�nance MSME;Leveraging joint 
Technology Applications by pulling and intra 
SAARC resources to make MSME competitive;

Te c h n o l o g y  a s s i s t a n c e  t o  M S M E  i n 
coordination with other MDBs/ MFIs and 
regional institutions

Availability of sectoral funds to have sectoral 
focus for development of Emma saving

Coordination with corporate and public 
sector enterprises of each SAARC Members 
State to who �nance 

Development of supply chain in crucial and 
strategically important core sector of each 
SAARC members state.

3. Future Strategies and Action Plan 

The Panel held detailed discussion on MSME sector in 
SAARC Member States and highlighted signi�cant 
challenges affecting the sector, opportunities to harness 
the sector and how SDF can play an important role in 
catalyzing investment in the sector. 

The common consensus was that MSME plays an 
important role in steering the economy of the S SAARC 
Member States by contributing to the GDP of the 
respective SMSs and providing jobs and employment 
opportunities to a large section of the population. 
Keeping cognizance of the detailed discussion and 
deliberation of the Panel; it is extremely imperative and 
essential to draft Future Strategies and Action Plan to 
stimulate the MSME Sector in SAARC Member States.  

Although MSME is strategic really important for the 
development of a nation and SAARC Members State its 
faces considerable challenges. Some of the key 
challenges include:

Availability of �nancing at affordable rates
Availability of capital for expansion,
Credit rating of the MSME
Cross border nature projects
Investment by public and private sectors in 
MSME for effective development of supply 
chain,
Availability of Information technology tools at 
affordable prices
Availability of shared infrastructure that includes 
infrastructure creation and upgradation, 
p r o d u c t  d e v e l o p m e n t ,  r e s e a r c h  a n d 
development, effective and efficient Sourcing of 
product goods and services within SAARC 
countries, market linkages among others.

The panel also observed that given limited 
availability of cross border project SDF may 
selectively explore amending the charter to 
�nance country speci�c projects for MSME.

The panel also proposed SDF to explore providing 
seed capital and venture �nancing to promote 
MSME.
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Creating Access to Credit The Panel highlighted the fact that access to credit is a 
challenge much needed to be addressed. The panelist 
from Bangladesh mentioned that private sector banks are 
apprehensive in providing credits to MSME sectors on 
account of security compliance. Therefore it is important to 
create an environment of easy access to credit for 
developing MSME sector in SAARC Member States. 

Action Plan: SDF to engage with prominent SME Banks as 
well with MSME Clusters in SAARC Member States to 
support access to credit in the sector by extending funds to 
export oriented clusters on sustainable business plans. 

The Future Strategies and Action Plan are mentioned below: 

Creating Access to Market The panelist from Afghanistan held discussion on creating 
access to market for the sector. It is prudent to understand 
that in-spite of potential to develop value added goods; 
lack of access to market creates hindrance and bottleneck 
in growth of the sector as a whole. Therefore, it is equally 
important to create access to market for the sector in 
SAARC Member States.

Action Plan:  It is imperative to understand that SDF is an 
umbrella funding institution for SAARC Projects and 
Program and per say does not work for markets for any 
goods and service.  SDF promotes and �nances projects 
with sustainable revenue generating business models in 
SAARC Member States. However in the same breadth, it is 
equally important to mention that SDF acknowledges the 
concern of market access for the producers – SDF 
promotes cross border trade and business beyond 
boundaries for regional integration and economic 
cooperation.

Creating Access to Export Finance The Panel held detailed discussion and deliberation on 
creating access to Export Finance in SAARC Member 
States. Access to Export Finance would be instrumental in 
promoting regional trade in the SAARC region and enable 
economic integration within the region. 

Action Plan: SDF to engage with Chambers of Commerce 
and Trade promoting bodies in SAARC Member States to 
identify potential export oriented projects for co-�nancing 
in SAARC Member States. Depending on the nature of the 
project and classi�cation criteria of SDF; projects and 
programs can be �nanced under the Economic Window of 
SDF. 

Promoting Cross Border Trade The Panel held detailed discussion and deliberation on 
promoting cross border trade and investment. The 
panelist from Bangladesh elaborated in detail the status of 
trade from India to Bangladesh and vice-versa; it is prudent 
to understand that similar level of cross border trade does 
not exist amongst all the SAARC Member States. 
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Action Plan: Under the Economic and Infrastructure 
Window funding criteria of SDF; projects and programs 
extending to direct bene�t to more than one SAARC 
Member States is only eligible for co-�nancing. Therefore 
SDF by itself promotes Cross Border Trade and Investment 
in the SAARC region.   

Enhancing Private Sector Participation The Panel agreed that enhancing of private sector 
participation under the MSME sector would lead to growth 
and stimulation of the sector. Industry associations and 
chambers of commerce in SAARC Member States need to 
come forward with innovative solutions to address 
constraints that hinder the development of the MSME 
sector and provide constructive inputs for policy 
formulation and implementation. 

Action Plan: Per the policy guidelines of SDF, loans can 
been extended to both the private and public sectors in 
SAARC Member States. SDF to extend more support to the 
private sector under the MSME sector in SMSs. Focus to be 
given to innovative and tech based MSME private clusters 
in SAARC Member States in due course of time. 

Tax Treaty amongst the SAARC Member States The Panel discussed about the bene�ts of possible Tax 
Treaty amongst the SAARC Member States to encash the 
bene�t of tax exemption and avoid duplicity in tax 
enforcement in cross border trade and commerce. 

Action Plan: Although SDF is not directly involved in any 
sort of design, development and implementation of Tax 
Treaty amongst the SAARC Member States – it is important 
to note that SDF supports all such initiative including 
bringing and or implementing any Tax Treaty amongst the 
SAARC Member States to promote cross border trade. 

4.   Positioning of SDF as a catalyst in the region

It is beyond doubt that the most vibrant and resilient MSME sector shall be instrumental in the growth of the 
economies of SAARC Member States. They generate employment, make investments in plant and machinery, and 
create value through the production of goods and services.  While the discussion and deliberation on the sector in 
the conclave have been captured above along with way forward, strategies and action plan for the future, it is 
worthwhile to mention that SDF can play a pivotal role in catalyzing the impact of MSME sector in the growing 
economies of South Asia.  

The investment opportunity in the sector is immense, access to credit is a challenge and reluctance of private sector 
banks are some of the salient challenges in the region. SDF being the umbrella �nancial institution of SAARC 
projects and programs shall be exclusively involved in funding of MSME clusters in SAARC Member States apart 
from its advocacy and regional push to promote the sector and address the challenges arising out of the sector in 
the region.
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Objective of the session was to identify cross border projects co-�nancing of 
MSME under E&I Windows of SDF  

F.      Panel Discussion VII

Session on Social Enterprise Development 
Program

Chair: 
Dr. S.P. Sharma, 
Chief Economist, PHDCCI, India

Coordinator: 
Dr. Sunil Motiwal, CEO, SDF

Mr. Quazi Shairul Hassan, 
MD, Saudi-Bangladesh Industrial & Agricultural 
Investment Co Ltd (GoB undertaking)

Dr. Mohammad Hotak, 
President & Founder, British Afghan CCI

Mr. Chandi Raj Dhakal, 
Vice President (Nepal), SAARC CCI

Abhiskek Kumar, 
Chief Advisor, Entrepreneur Association of India

Mr. Vikramjit Singh , 
Sr. Country Officer, IFC, The World Bank Group

Panelists:
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Advocate SEDP program and its features;
Share SEDP Web portal and its features 
Panel discussion on the SEDP program especially 
in the context of SAARC Member States.

The panelist took cognizant of the relevance and 
importance of SEDP as an instrument in reaching out to 
the most vulnerable and marginalized section of the 
society and following are the outcome of the discussion.

Need to develop mechanisms so that Chamber 
of Commerce and Industries can access and 
disburse the funds from SEDP and also ensuring 
loan repayment/recovery. The Nepal and India 
C h a m b e r s  c a n  d i s t r i b u t e  a n d  e n s u r e 
repayment/recovery of the funds given to the 
SEs.

The SEs needs to be supported with seed fund 
and TA for them to grow and sustain. 

The SEDP will receive thousands of applications 
once launched and will be a major task. 
Therefore it is essential to hire and engage �rms 
special ized in assessing proposals  and 
undertaking due diligence, before putting up to 
management for approval. 

Need to focus on NGOs to play vital role in 
developing the country social sectors of the 
countries. 

To use chambers in reaching out to SEs through 
their large members and network.  

Need to focus on innovation and use of ICT for 
enhancing SEDP program in delivering bene�ts 
to the base of the pyramid. 

Use of IT should be focused and enhanced to 
provide or address the need of the people like, 
provision of healthcare through online 
diagnosing the health problems, reviewing of 
the x-rays online and giving medical advice and 
treatment online by doctors.

Access to market, prices etc. needs to be provide 
to the farmers to enhance their income. 

There is electricity shortage in most of the 
Member States – therefore, a quick solution is to 
provide with solar energy, especially in the 
hospital to provide with basic healthcare and life 
saving interventions; and in agricultural sector 
for providing water, preservation of farm 
produce etc. 

Innovation is the key to human development, 
therefore, the SE’s need to focus on innovation. 

SEDP needs to focus on the small initiatives and 
startups and not on big established entity.

SEDP program awareness in all the member states. The Panel highlighted the importance of reaching out a 
maximum social enterprises and entity with the program 
so that they could bene�t from the program and 
contribute towards reduction of poverty in the region. 

Action Plan: SDF to launch the SEDP in all the SAARC 
Member States and reach out to a maximum social 
entrepreneurs and entities with the program. 

1- Objective and Focus Areas of 
discussion

2- Outcome of the Discussion 

3-           Future Strategies and Action Plan



Active involvement of the Chambers. The panel recommended involvement of the Chambers 
in additions to other key stakeholders in enhancing SEDP 
program implementation.

Action Plan: SDF to involve and utilize the Chambers 
and their networks in reaching out to maximum 
stakeholders with the program both during the launch 
and afterwards to support SDF and the �rms.
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Disbursement of project funds. The panel emphasized the active role the Chambers can 
play in terms of implementing the SEDP program like 
undertaking due diligence for proposals received from the 
Member States and especially in disbursing funds and 
recovery of loans from the social entrepreneurs/ entities 
etc. funded by SEDP.  Currently Nepal and India Chambers 
are ready to play such roles and others could also explore 
similar role. 

Action Plan: SDF to explore possibilities of engaging the 
Chambers in the member states in undertaking due 
diligence, disbursing funds and recovery of loans.

Engaging of expert. The panel discussed the importance of involving �rms 
expert in assessing the proposals (including different 
thematic areas) received from the member states as it will 
run into thousands of proposals, once the call for proposals 
is being initiated. Therefore, to speed up the process and 
also free up the staff’s core time it is essential to involve 
�rms for assessing the proposals and undertaking due 
diligence. 

Action Plan: Engage expert �rms in assessing and 
undertaking due diligence for the proposals submitted for 
funding under SEDP.

4-           Positioning of SDF as a catalyst in 
the region.

The panel discussed extensively, emphasizing the 
importance of Social Enterprise Development Program and 
the vital role it can play in providing bene�t to the most in 
need and marginalized section of the society in the region 
and in enhancing regional cooperation contributing towards 
eradication of poverty in the region. Thus funding projects, 
engaging in outreach programs and participation in forums, 
events etc. could enhance SDF as a catalyst and visibility of 
the SDF in the SAARC region. 

Panel discussion on SEDP
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G.     Panel Discussion VIII

Panel Discussion on Enhancing Regional 
Integration through Cross Border Project 
Collaboration and Investments

Chair: 
Mr. Dongik Lee, 
DG, Investment Operations, Asian Infrastructure & 
Investment Bank (AIIB)

Moderator: 
Mr. Mohit Bhasin, 
Partner, Infrastructure Government & Healthcare, 
KPMG

Ms. Supee Teravaninthorn, 
DG, Asian Infrastructure & Investment Bank

Ms. Mandakini Kaul, 
Sr. regional Cooperation officer-South Asia, The 
World Bank

Mr. Asish Narain, 
Senior Economist, IFC

Mr. Ruwan Edirisinghe, 
President, SAARC CCI

Mr. Fabrizio Bresciani, 
Lead Regional Economist Asia and Paci�c 
Division. Program Management Department, 
IFAD

Mr. Maha Prasad Adhikari, 
CEO, Investment Board Nepal 

Mr. Bimal Prasad Koirala, 
Chairman, Nepal Infrastructure Bank Limited 

Panelists:

1.            Objective and Focus Areas of 
discussion

Objective of the discussion was to explore Regional 
Integration through Cross Border Project Collaboration and 
Investments

Focus areas 
The countries of South Asia have made 
signi�cant development in recent years and the 
Region is one of the fastest growing regions of 
Asia with GDP growth rate of over 5% in FY16 
and FY17; however, signi�cant challenge for 
South Asia is the relative lack of intraregional 
trade.

While South Asia made signi�cant progress in 
integrat ing  with  the  global  economy, 
integration within the region remained limited, 
and the region is yet to harness the bene�cial 
effects of common cultural affinity, common 
geography, and the proximity advantage within 
the region. It is estimated that Countries like 
Bhutan and Nepal trade mostly with other 
SAARC members, while, India, Pakistan, Sri 
Lanka, Afghanistan, Bangladesh and Maldives 
trade mostly with the rest of the world.

Regional integration has been considered as 
one of the most important strategies for 
development of SAARC Member States and 
instrumental in promoting economic growth 
and development of the economy, particularly, 
through intra-regional trade and cross-border 
investment. 

An integral component of economic integration 
is investment. South Asia is yet to emerge as a 
prime destination for foreign investment. While 
FDI in�ows to South Asia increased from USD 36 
billion in 2013 to USD 50 billion in 2015, it is 
signi�cantly less compared to East and 
Southeast Asia where these numbers stand at 
USD 350 billion and USD 448 billion for 2013 and 
2015, respectively also driven by intra-regional 
FDI in�ows within the Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations (ASEAN) region almost ~ 18 per 
cent of total FDI �ows in the region.

South Asia’s share in world FDI in�ows in 2015 
stood at a ~ 2.9 per cent.

Lack of complementarities, diversi�cation of 
export baskets and supply-constraints appear to 
be the some of the key barriers to intra SAARC 
trade in Commodities, Products and Services. It 
is often reported that informal trade among the 
SAARC countries in agro commodities and other 
products takes place on a large scale. 
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2.              Outcome of the session

The panel proposed taking up cross border 
projects to foster economic connectivity and 
regional integration.

The Panel proposed that conscious efforts 
should be made to economically integrate the 
SAARC region and intra SAARC trade is a good 
option to enhance Economic Connectivity.

SDF may propose to �nance Ministry of 
respective SAARC State through its internal 
channels for :

For a rational duty structure for goods, 
products and services to facilitate intra 
SAARC trade;

Reduction of non- tariff barriers
creating an enabling environment to 
source goods and services from within 
SAARC Member States

It was proposed that SDF should focus on 
projects that facilitate Intra SAARC Trade and 
investment.

SDF should support projects that provide 
integration through E-commerce 

SDF should support projects that facilitate intra 
SAARC trade in goods, commodities and 
services.

SDF should co�nance projects for development 
of MSME.

SDF should co�nance projects for development 
of intra SAARC supply chain in core sectors that 
is likely to provide economic integration.

Providing incentives to source ~ 30% - 40% 
of the material from South Asian countries

For sourcing  requirement of new project 
being undertaken within SAARC Region

Promote Economic Connectivity and Regional 
Integration 

SDF to co-�nance connectivity projects in the region for 
promoting Economic Connectivity and Regional 
Integration.

Action Plan: SDF to explore regional connectivity projects 
in Economic and Infrastructure sectors for co-�nancing 
with various MDBs, IFIS and Development partners. 

3-           Future Strategies and Action Plan

Promote Intra SAARC Trade SDF to promote Intra SAARC Trade goods and services in 
the region for promoting Economic Connectivity and 
Regional Integration.

Action Plan: SDF to build partnership with various Trade 
Promoting Bodies and Chambers of Commerce in 
exploring opportunities to co-�nancing economic sector 
projects. 

Launch MSME Program in SAARC Member States SDF to launch its MSME Program in SAARC Member States 
for co-�nancing Micro Small and Medium Enterprises in 
the region.  

Action Plan: SDF to complete its formulation of 
framework and policy paper for co-�nancing MSME 
Program in Member States. 
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Promote development of E-commerce platform in the 
SAARC region 

SDF to co-�nance development of all informative robust E-
Commerce platform in SAARC Member States. 

Action Plan: SDF to identify potential E-commerce 
projects involving more than one SAARC Member States 
for its active consideration to co-�nance.

Promote development of Intra SAARC Supply Chain SDF to co-�nance development of Intra SAARC Supply 
Chain in SAARC Member States. 

Action Plan: SDF to identify potential projects in 
development of Supply Chain in various sectors in SAARC 
Member States for its active consideration to co-�nance.

Extend advocacy support for mitigation of Tariff and 
Non -Tariff Barriers 

SDF to extend advocacy support for mitigation of Tariff and 
Non -Tariff Barriers in Intra SAARC Trade and Commerce.  

Action Plan: SDF to participate in consultation with 
Governments, Trade Promoting Bodies, and Chambers of 
Commerce in SAARC Member States for its push to 
eliminate Tariff and Non -Tariff Barriers in the region. 

4-           Positioning of SDF as a catalyst in the region.

SDF promotes enhancing Regional Integration through Cross Border Project Collaboration and Investments. By virtue of its 
existing policy, SDF co-�nances only cross border project with enhanced regional integration and economic connectivity – 
therefore the very mandate of the institution is to work for Regional Cooperation and Integration.  SDF is explicitly referred as 
an institution of promoting cross border trade, investment and projects in the region.  Keeping cognizance of its mandate, SDF 
can be positioned as a regional catalyst institution for promoting cross border projects and programs in the region. 

Objective of the discussion was to explore Regional Integration through 
Cross Border Project Collaboration and Investments
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H.     Focused Group Discussion- E&I Windows

Panel Discussion on Enhancing Regional Integration through Cross Border Project Collaboration 
and Investments

Moderator: 
Mr. Ruwan Edirisinghe, 
President, SAARC Chamber of Commerce and Industry

1.            Objective and Focus Areas of 
discussion

The group discussed various cross border projects notably 
pertaining to economic connectivity and regional 
integration.

2.          Outcome of the Focus Areas of 
discussion

The group proposed that SDF should co�nance cross border 
projects in:

Charging station for Electric cars
LNG terminals
Micro hydro projects

3.         Future Strategy and Action Plan 

Taking forward with the discussion and outcome of 
the FGD

To explore opportunities to co-�nance projects 
related to Electric mobility, LNG Terminals, Micro 
Hydro, thermal Solar, ICT and SAARC Card payment 
gateway. 

4.         Positioning of SDF as a catalyst in 
the region

By ways of co-�nancing these projects, SDF can be 
positioned as a catalyst in the region

Thermal solar projects
Shared Information Technology services
SAARC Card with appropriate payment gateway

The group discussed various cross border projects notably pertaining to economic 
connectivity and regional integration.
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I.     Session on SW Focus Group Discussion

Moderator: 
Ms. Veena Sikri, 
Former Indian Ambassador to Bangladesh

1.            Objective and Focus Areas of 
discussion

The objective of the session was to identify potential 
innovative projects that promote regional integration and 
address the needs of the people of the SAARC region.

2.          Outcome of the Focus Areas of 
discussion

The group identi�ed the following as potential projects for 
the consideration of SDF under its Social Funding Window:

Agri-processing tourism and value chains – PPP 
module
Improve accessibility to quality healthcare using IT 
platforms
Women’s entrepreneurship programmes and 
capacity building
Social housing and sanitation improvement 
Cross-border migration facilitation 

3.         Future Strategy and Action Plan 

SDF will coordinate with the members of the Focus Group 
Discussion for further discussion on the proposed project 
areas, and for their elaboration into full scale project 
documents for SDF’s review.

4.         Positioning of SDF as a catalyst in 
the region

By championing such innovative and regional projects, SDF 
may be positioned as a catalyst in the region.

The group discussed various cross border projects notably pertaining to economic 
connectivity and regional integration.
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Attendance Details of SDF Partnership Conclave 

List of Delegates in 
SDF Partnership Conclave 2018
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SDF in Media 
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Our partners 
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For more information please contact:

Dr. Sunil Motiwal 
Chief Executive Officer 
SAARC Development Fund 
BDB Bldg., Thimphu, Bhutan

T +��� � ������  | F +��� � ������
M +��� � ������� | E ceo�sdfsec.org
Web. www.sdfsec.org

SAARC Development Fund 
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